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The composition is the organized sum of the interior functions (expressions) of every part of the work. 

Wassily Kandinsky (Paris, March 1935) 

 

Galerie Yukiko Kawase is pleased to introduce work from four painters who use found imagery in 

their practice.  Often in combination of the genres of figurative and abstraction, they explore the 

idea of nostalgia, memory and imagination. 

Appropriation in art; the act of creating work out of the juxtaposition of found imagery collaged 

together to create new contexts and new meanings is a post modern practice. It is very much rooted 

in Surrealism and Dadaism where artists such as Max Ernst used it as a way to move the visual image 

into the realm of chance, creating strange narratives from disparate imagery.  

Now, we have moved beyond post modernism and find ourselves in an age characterised by the 

digital medium. In fact, appropriation has become more prevalent as a form of discourse and 

aesthetic in a culture where images are consumed like candy rather than contemplated. A mass 

consumerism of information can now be obtained via a touch of a button creating a global exchange 

of images and ideas, where the boundaries of present, past and future, and reality and unreality are 

blurred.  

At first glance, the artists represented in Beauty in Disarray appear to be working with different 

agendas and approaches to the medium of paint, creating an eclectic view held only by a thin thread 

of common interest in abstraction and the figure. The eclectic appearance of this show mirrors the 

eclecticism of image making in a digital age, which consists in creating center and periphery, front 

and back, before and after, chaos and order, all simultaneously producing the mobility of ideas, 

changing thoughts into objects and flux points into a draft of beautiful universe. A painting is, in that 

sense, a frontier, a passage or a threshold on which we go across. 

Beauty in Disarray derives from Japanese version of the title of an album Doc At Radar Station 

released in 1980 by the artist Captain Beefheart (aka Don Vliet) and his Magic Band. Captain 

Beefheart and his magic band recorded 13 albums between 1964 - 1982, mixing a blend of rock, 

psychedelic, blues and free Jazz with more experimental composition and the avant-garde. The title 

seems apt to the overall theme of the show as there is a clear notion of the absurd in Beefhearts 

poetry; surreal, weird and dark. Straits that are evident in the four artists presented in this show.  



DORIS DAY: Doris’s practice knowingly acknowledges this idea of making work in digital age by 

applying various painterly styles drawn from the plethora of art history to pop imagery such as the 

cartoon violence of Bugs Bunny. An image that has become so recognisable in modern culture that 

its symbolic significance becomes obsolete, like a throwaway remark that has is forgotten as much 

as it is recognised. The representational symbol of Bugs Bunny is blurred by paint splurges and 

scratches on the surface having an allusion to the interference of the TV screen abstracting the 

moving image to a mere flashing light that appears and disappears beneath the surface of white 

noise of painterly abstraction.  

JACK DUPLOCK: Jack’s practice explores sense of place at the point where place becomes 

transitional shifting between real space and dreamscape. He is interested in the transformative 

powers of nature particularly in the way it’s reflected in folk story; but also through personal 

experience that’s loaded with exterior influences such as fiction, music and cinema. Referencing 

popular culture, folk story and landscape, Jack creates images that weave between abstraction and 

representation, outlined on a modernist structure. A current body of work is based on extensive, 

research made on a residency in Iceland during the winter months of December to February in a 

small fishing village on the north coast. His work explored the impact of the local landscape on his 

own personal experience but also touched upon the local folk history that has a strong presence in 

the fabric of the community. The final images have an underlining narrative that also goes beyond 

local significance bringing a universal meaning to the work. 

GAZMEND EJUPI:  Gazmend left war-torn Kosovo for London in the late 1990s. His work documents 

conflicted identities and the culture of migration.  Initially known as a filmmaker where he uses a 

handheld camera to document immigrants’ way of life in the UK and modern day rituals in Kosovo, 

with a non-judgemental gaze allowing his subjects to have an honest representation. His paintings 

explore a similar form of enquiry appropriating found imagery that reference both personal and 

historical subjects. The images are cropped, projected on to the canvas and then painted in graphic 

harsh monochrome colours. The urgent application of brush marks creates images that appear to 

sink into the surface, blurred between abstraction and representation, much like memories do in 

reality. 

SUZANNE JALENQUES: With her paintings of rich colours and bold shapes, Suzanne invites us to the 

travel through a universe close and faraway, strange and familiar. These are not works of pure 

invention, she goes to draw from various sources (internet, photographs, documents). But then she 

evolves them according to requirements that are essentially related to issues of colour, texture, 

balance and density. On the fringe of figuration and abstraction, her paintings construct spaces in 

motion, in metamorphosis, within which the forms extend and distend in roundness and fluidity, 

while leaving room for unfinished, incomplete, and some unknown territory to nourish our 

imagination. 

 

 

 

 

 


